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Mayora Indah Tbk (MYOR) 
Export Sales Recorded Higher 

BUY 
Target Price (IDR) 3,200 

Consensus Price (IDR) 3,345 

TP to Consensus Price -4.3% 

Potential Upside 31.7% 

  

Shares data  

Last Price (IDR)               2,430  

Price date as of Dec 5, 2023 

52 wk range (Hi/Lo) 2,900/2,270 

Free float (%) 15.7 

Outstanding sh.(mn)             22,359  

Market Cap (IDR bn)             54,331  

Market Cap (USD mn)               3,508  

Avg. Trd Vol - 3M (mn)                 6.50  

Avg. Trd Val - 3M (bn)                 16.79  

Foreign Ownership 3.4% 
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Bloomberg MYOR. IJ 

Reuters MYOR.JK 

 

Share Price Performance 

Mayora Indah Tbk | Summary (IDR bn) 

  2022 2023F 2024F 2025F 

Sales       30,669        32,099        35,053        38,070  

Growth 9.9% 4.7% 9.2% 8.6% 

Net Profit         1,942          2,888          3,097          3,393  

Growth 63.7% 48.7% 7.2% 9.6% 

EPS (IDR)              87             129             138             152  

P/E 28.8x 24.8x 23.1x 21.1x 

P/BV 4.4x 4.8x 4.2x 3.8x 

EV/EBITDA 17.3x 14.7x 14.1x 13.0x 

ROE 15.1% 19.3% 18.3% 17.9% 

ROA 8.7% 11.2% 10.9% 10.7% 
Dividend Yield 0.8% 1.1% 1.4% 1.5% 

Source: Company Data, Bloomberg, NHKSI Research 

  YTD 1M 3M 12M 

Abs. Ret. -2.4% -7.3% -2.8% -4.3% 

Rel. Ret. -6.1% -10.5% -4.4% -6.0% 

All Segments Grow Altogether 

• MYOR managed to book 9M23 sales of IDR 22.9 trillion, an increase of 3.0% YoY. All 
segments were up, led by the Packaged Beverages Processing segment growing 23.0% YoY 
to IDR11.0 trillion, and followed by the Packaged Food Processing segment up 2.7% YoY to 
IDR13.6 trillion. Domestic sales increased slightly by 0.7% YoY while exports grew by 6.1% 
YoY. On a quarterly basis, MYOR's sales in 3Q23 were able to grow both on a QoQ and YoY 
basis, at 26.8% and 2.8% respectively to IDR8.1 trillion. 

• 9M23 gross profit grew 28.8% YoY to IDR6.1 trillion amid lower raw and packing material 
costs (-5.1% YoY). This brought 9M23 GPM expansion to a higher level of 26.7% (vs 9M22: 
21.4%). While in 3Q23, gross profit was IDR2.2 trillion (+33.4% QoQ; +23.0% YoY) with 3Q23 
GPM recorded higher to 26.9% (vs 3Q22: 22.5%). 

• Amidst the increase in advertising and promotion expenses by 9.7% YoY, 9M23 operating 
profit managed to increase by 90.7% YoY to Rp2.8 trillion which was also reflected in its OPM 
increasing to 12.2% (vs 9M22: 6.6%). In 3Q23, operating profit was recorded at Rp1.1 trillion 
(+80.1% QoQ; +75.5% YoY), while 3Q23 OPM was able to expand to 13.1% (vs 3Q22: 7.7%). 

• Regarding the bottom line, 9M23 net profit increased by 86.8% YoY to IDR2.0 trillion and 
brought the recorded NPM up to 8.9% (vs 9M22: 4.9%). In 3Q23, net profit managed to grow 
both QoQ and YoY by 64.2% and 87.1% respectively to IDR807.3 billion, with 3Q23 GPM also 
expanding to a higher level of 10.0% (vs 3Q22: 5.5%). 

• By segment, the OPM of the Packaged Food Processing segment was higher in 9M23 at 
11.9% (vs 9M22: 6.2%), with operating profit for this segment recorded at Rp1.6 trillion (vs 
9M22: Rp821.9 billion). Meanwhile, the OPM of the Packaged Beverages Processing segment 
also increased to 10.6% (vs 9M22: 7.2%), where operating profit was recorded at Rp1.2 trillion 
(vs 9M22: Rp646.3 billion). 

 
Company Revises 2023 Guidelines 

• The Company cooperates with Mayora Nigeria Ltd, which located in Nigeria. This cooperation 
is carried out in the form of sales of products produced by MYOR to Nigeria, such as biscuits, 
wafers, candies, chocolate, and the like. The transaction value of this cooperation is still on 
trial. As of September 30, 2023, the transaction value reached USD45,452 or around 0.002% 
of the 2023 revenue target. 

• MYOR recorded an increase in market share in the biscuit category to 42% (vs 2Q23: 39%), 
this was partly supported by the launch of new products such as Roma Lavita and the new 
version of Roma Marie Gold. The wafer category also saw its market share increase to 23%, 
followed by the chocolate category market share to 33%. In addition, for the candy, coffee and 
breakfast categories, the Company was able to maintain its market share (based on Nielsen 
Data). 

• Amidst weak purchasing power, the Company's sales growth guidance for 2023 was revised to 
3%-5% YoY from 10%-12% YoY, followed by gross margin revised to 26%-27% (previously 
25%-27%). Meanwhile, profit guidance was revised to IDR2.7 trillion-Rp2.9 trillion from IDR2.6 
trillion, on the assumption of lower foreign exchange losses. 

 
BUY Recommendation with TP of IDR 3,200 

• We provide a BUY recommendation for MYOR by maintaining a TP at IDR 3,200/share or P/E 
23.6x, with an upside potential of 31.7%. Additionally, the main risks of our recommendation 
include: rising raw material prices, consumer purchasing power, and declining product 
demand.  

  

Cindy Alicia Ramadhania 
(021) 5088 9129 

cindy.alicia@nhsec.co.id  

 

MYOR managed to book 9M23 sales of IDR 22.9 trillion, an increase of 3.0% YoY. Domestic 
sales increased slightly by 0.7% YoY, while exports were able to grow higher by 6.1% YoY. 
Regarding the bottom line, 9M23 net profit increased 86.8% YoY to IDR2.0 trillion and brought 
NPM recorded up to 8.9% (vs 9M22: 4.9%). The Company initiated a partnership with Mayora 
Nigeria Ltd which is domiciled in Nigeria. This cooperation is carried out by selling MYOR's 
products to Nigeria, such as biscuits, wafers, candies, chocolates, and the like. 
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Source: Bloomberg, NHKSI Research 

Dynamic Forward P/E band | Last 3 years 

Source: Company, NHKSI Research 

Forward P/E band | Last 3 years 

Geographic Revenue Breakdown | 9M23 

Source: Company, NHKSI Research 

Revenue Breakdown | 9M23 

Source: Company, NHKSI Research 

Performance Highlights 

Revenue (IDR Bn) | 3Q21 - 3Q23 

Source: Company, NHKSI Research 

Margin Ratio | 3Q21 - 3Q23 

Source: Company, NHKSI Research 
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Summary of Financials 

Source: NHKSI research, Bloomberg 
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DISCLAIMER 
This document is strictly confidential and is being supplied to you solely for your information. The recipients of this report must make their own independent decisions 
regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein. This document may not be quoted, reproduced, exhibited, redistributed, transmitted, edited, 
translated, or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose without notice. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a violation of civil or criminal laws. 
 
This report and any electronic access hereto are restricted and intended only for the clients and related entities of PT NH Korindo Sekuritas Indonesia. This report is 
only for information and recipient use. It is not reproduced, copied, or made available for others. Under no circumstances is it considered as a selling offer or solicitation 
of securities buying. Any recommendation contained herein may not suitable for all investors. Although the information hereof is obtained from reliable sources, its 
accuracy and completeness cannot be guaranteed. PT NH Korindo Sekuritas Indonesia, its affiliated companies, employees, and agents are held harmless from any 
responsibility and liability for claims, proceedings, action,  losses, expenses, damages, or costs filed against or suffered by any person as a result of acting pursuant to 
the contents hereof. Neither is PT NH Korindo Sekuritas Indonesia, its affiliated companies, employees, nor agents are liable for errors, omissions, misstatements, 
negligence, inaccuracy contained herein. 
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NH Korindo Sekuritas Indonesia (NHKSI) Stock Ratings 

1. Based on a stock’s forecasted absolute return over a period of 12 months from the date of publication. 

2. Rating system based on a stock’s potential upside from the date of publication  

• Buy  : Greater than +15% 

• Overweight  : +5% to 15% 

• Hold  : -5% to +5% 

• Underweight : -5% to –15% 

• Sell  : Less than -15% 


